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Breath, Relax and be still.
Canadian health & physical activity education
Get StartedKnow More

            

        

    


	
    	        
            
                                
                    
                                            
                

                                
                    Why Us
                    
                        Physical literacy

School-based physical literacy programs have a positive impact on students by promoting fundamental movement skills, fostering a love for physical activity, and promoting healthy habits

Mindset of growth

Our physical literacy programs enhance the growth mindset in students. We encourage our students to embrace failure and challenges, and also offer an opportunity for them to learn and grow and view physical activity as a continuous improvement process.

Mental wellness

…
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				Book A Program!
				
					You can now book a program with us through our regional centers that are operational globally.

Whether you are used to physical training or just starting up, we have expert trainers that can serve your unique needs.

Connect with us through our teams in your respective area and we will discuss the way forward by finding a program that will be convenient for you.
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    						CBD For Muscle Growth

    					
						
							CBD offers numerous benefits for individuals pursuing bodybuilding, accompanied by only a handful of potential drawbacks. Extensive research on athletes has solidified the widespread endorsement of CBD to enhance bodybuilding routines and improve muscle-building results.

CBD oil frequently solves common sports-related issues, including muscle soreness, healing, injury recovery, and adequate rest. Among the available CBD options, Full-Spectrum extracts, featuring their beneficial terpenes, are widely regarded as the most efficacious choice…
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    						5 Surprising Vaping Facts You Might Not Know

    					
						
							Vaping has long been regarded as a superior smoking substitute. Sleek, stylish, and offered in a range of flavours such as salt juice, e-cigarettes are difficult to ignore, especially among those who have been unable to quit smoking for years.

E-cigarettes, like any new piece of technology, have been examined closely. Anti-vaping campaign groups, lawmakers, and families have all chimed in on the topic, making it difficult to discover accurate information regarding e-cigarettes. So, what are the real facts about vaping?

With a …
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    						Keeping Kids Active When You are Sick

    					
						
							Are you the kind of a parent that likes to hang out with kids or play outdoor activities, just to encourage them to do physical activity? What do you do when you are under the weather? I bet it must be tough for you to see your kids bored in the house after they come back from school. Here are some nice activities you can implement before you get well.

1. Dancing

You can search for some songs with nice beats that will entice your children to dance to the rhythm. You can probably choose some of their favorite songs or try to teach them new ones. …
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    						How to Encourage Physical Activity even When Kids Are Sick

    					
						
							Regardless of how hard we try to keep our children healthy, they are likely to become sick at some point throughout the year. It is most likely due to shifting weather patterns which cause viruses and germs to spread everywhere. It should not concern you as a parent, but you should be prepared if disease strikes.

Physical activity is one important aspect that you should be prepared with. While some illnesses do not encourage physical movement, some like the common cold will require your child to have a simple physical activity.
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    						Physical Literacy and Physical Development

    					
						
							Movement skills are an important aspect of physical literacy since it helps children to gain confidence and motivation over time to help them stay physically active.

Other than learning fundamental movement skills, children should also be exposed to physical development, an aspect that is usually ignored.

1. Difference between physical development and growth

While the two are related, physical growth does not always result in physical development. Physical development is a myriad of elements that …
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